Leading Yourself with THE FOUR AGREEMENTS
AGENDA

HIGHLY EFFECTIVE TEAMS

CULTURE OF LEADERSHIP

THE FOUR AGREEMENTS

REFLECTION ACTIVITY
CHARACTERISTICS OF A highly effective team

- Shared Mission/Purpose
- Effective Communication
- Relationship of Trust
- Sharing of Knowledge & Resources
- Problem Solving Approach
- Specialization & Delegation
CULTURE OF Leadership
The Four Agreements: A Practical Guide to Personal Freedom - A Toltec Wisdom Book

Don Miguel Ruiz
TOLTEC WISDOM

The Dream → Belief System

Judge → Victim
REFRAMING THE DREAM

it starts with leading yourself.
FIRST AGREEMENT

Be Impeccable with Your Word
I. BE IMPECCABLE
WITH YOUR WORD

• words have power
• communication & collaboration
• building trust

IN WHAT OTHER WAYS COULD THIS ENHANCE OUR WORKING RELATIONSHIPS
Don't Talk Anything Personally
II. DON'T TAKE ANYTHING PERSONALLY

- stepping out of personal importance
- catalyst for conflict
- accountability
THIRD AGREEMENT

Don’t Make Assumptions
III. DON’T MAKE ANY ASSUMPTIONS

• safety in asking questions
• seeking clarity
• identify personal capacity

WHAT ASSUMPTIONS HAVE YOU MADE LATELY?
FOURTH AGREEMENT

Always Do Your Best
IV. ALWAYS DO YOUR BEST

- developing new habits
- looks different at each moment
- learning through failure
HIGHLY EFFECTIVE TEAMS
IMPROVED WORKING HABITS
THE FOUR AGREEMENTS
LEADING YOURSELF
REFLECTION ACTIVITY

Choose at least one agreement that resonated with you the most and share how you will "agree" to lead yourself differently.
THANK YOU!
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